A new measurement of the 7 lifetime is presented. It uses data collected with the OPAL detector during 1994, which almost doubles the size of the OPAL T sample. Two statistically independent techniques are used: an impact parameter analysis of one-prong decay tracks and a fit to the decay length distribution of three-prong decays. The lifetime obtained from the 1994 data by combining the results of these methods is TV = 289.7 f 2.5( stat) f 1.5( sys) fs. When combined with the previous OPAL 7 lifetime measurement the improved 7 lifetime is f, = 289.2 f 1.7( stat.) k 1.2( sys.) fs.
Introduction
We present a new measurement of the 7 lifetime using data collected by OPAL in 1994. With the inclusion of this data, the OPAL G-data sample is almost doubled. The two statistically independent methods used to measure the lifetime are the same as those used in the previous analyses [ 1, 2] : the impact parameter method applied to Q-decays to a single charged track and the decay length method applied to decays to three charged tracks.
The 7 lifetime is one of the inputs needed to test T -p charged-current lepton universality within the Standard Model, along with the T mass and electronic branching ratio and the p mass and lifetime. These quantities are related to the electroweak couplings, ge, via ' and at TRIUME Vancouver, Canada V6T 2A3.
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where S,, the electroweak correction, is 0.0004 [ 31. In recent years, the improved measurements of the r lepton mass [4, 5] , as well as higher precision in the 7 leptonic branching ratio and 7 lifetime measurements [ 51, have led to a much improved test of lepton universality using this relation. Although current results are consistent with equal electroweak couplings for the 7 and CL, it remains important to continue to improve the precision of this fundamental comparison.
The OPAL detector
A complete description of the OPAL detector can be found elsewhere [6] , and only the components relevant to this analysis, namely the central tracking detectors, are described here. The coordinate system used has z along the electron direction and x pointing towards the ring centre. The polar angle, 8, is defined relative to the +z-axis and the azimuthal angle, 4, is defined relative to the +x-axis. The radius, r, is the distance from the z-axis.
The OPAL central tracking system comprises drift chambers that measure the z coordinate at its outer radius, within which are contained the jet chamber, the vertex drift chamber and the silicon microstrip vertex detector. The jet chamber provides up to 159 radial measurements of a track from its first layer at 25.5 cm to its outermost at 183.5 cm. The vertex drift chamber provides 12 radial measurements from 10.3 cm to 16.2 cm and 6 stereo measurements from 18.8 cm to 21.3 cm. The three drift chambers are contained in a 4-bar pressure vessel. The silicon microvertex detector [ 71, which surrounds the 5.3 cm-radius berylliumcomposite beam pipe at the interaction point, provides two layers of readout in both r-4 and z coordinates. Only the r-4 information is used in this analysis. The entire tracking system is contained in a solenoidal magnetic field of 0.435 T. The two track resolution of the jet chamber and the vertex chamber is about 2 mm, and results in high efficiency to reconstruct collimated 3-prong 7 decays. The impact parameter resolution of high momentum tracks reconstructed in the drift chambers and containing silicon detector hits is about 18 pm in r-4.
Event selection
Approximately 46 pb-' of data were collected in I994 at a single energy, fi = 91.16 GeV, near the Z" peak. From these data, 7 events were selected with approximately 75% efficiency by requiring two lowmultiplicity back-to-back jets in an event, yielding 5 1007 candidate T-pair events. Full details of this selection can be found in [ 81. After this selection, a measurement of the beam position for the LEP fill from which the event comes was required, and events without a good position measurement are rejected.
For each event, the thrust axis is calculated using information from charged tracks. Then, each event is divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis and passing through the interaction point. In the impact parameter analysis, a hemisphere is used if it contains exactly one charged track (hence the term one-prong). In the decay length analysis, a hemisphere is used if it contains exactly three charged tracks (hence three-prong).
The final selections for the two analyses are slightly different. For the impact parameter measurement, the following cuts are made. To reduce contributions from p-pair and Bhabha events, the angle between the x-y projections of the one-prong track momentum vector and the reflection through a line perpendicular to it of the sum of the momenta of the tracks in the opposite hemisphere must be greater than 2 mrad. This cut has a 96.5 % efficiency for the r-pair event data and rejects 31.5% of ,u-pair events as determined in a study of ,upair Monte Carlo events. When the two T candidates appear to decay into single charged particles having the same sign, the event is rejected. Finally, the tracks are required to have the following three properties: at least one silicon detector hit in the r-# plane, at least half the geometrically-possible number of hits in the central jet chamber, and a track impact parameter error, including the beam size contribution, of less than 0.1 cm. After all these cuts, there are 62885 tracks for the impact parameter analysis.
For the decay length analysis, the multihadronic background is reduced by rejecting events which pass the OPAL multihadron selection [8] . In addition, tracks from probable photon conversions and Kf decays are rejected [ 21. The number of three-prong decay candidates remaining is I 1839.
LEP beam parameters
For both the impact parameter and decay length measurements, the beam centroid position, measured using charged tracks in multihadron events as described in [ 21, is used as the 7 production point. The uncertainty in the beam centroid position is (a&,, &,) = (f19, +7) ,um. The beam size is also relevant, since for the decay length method the 7 production point uncertainty, as approximated by the beam ellipse, contributes directly to the decay length uncertainty. In the one-prong measurement the beam size contributes directly to the impact parameter resolution. In 1994, the beam size measured by OPAL was (g.r,~Y) = (124,lO) pm with uncertainties (Sa,,Sq,.) = (&7,*3) pm. These uncertainties include the statistical measurement errors on the beam size and the variation in the beam size due to emittance changes in a fill.
Monte Carlo simulation
Samples of 600000 r-pair and p-pair events each were generated using the KORALZ 4.0 event generator [9] and were processed through the full detector simulation [ 101. The input lifetime in the r-pair sample was 295.6 fs and the input beam size was C 127,12) pm in (x, y) , consistent with the measured heam size. The T Monte Carlo simulation is used in the impact parameter analysis to extract the lifetime through a direct comparison with the data.
The resolution on the impact parameter, do, the distance of closest approach in the r-4 plane of a track to the interaction point, is better in the Monte Carlo simulation than in the data. Therefore the de of tracks in the Monte Carlo simulation is smeared. Candidate p-pair events were used to compare data and Monte Carlo simulation to determine smearing factors to make the resolutions agree. In previous years, it was necessary to degrade the Monte Carlo simulation resolution significantly in order to obtain agreement with the data. However, for 1994, the OPAL detector simulation has been greatly improved, and so the extra smearing factors needed are quite small.
The smearing factors were determined by comparing the X,do distribution for p-pairs between data and Monte Carlo simulation, where Zdo is the miss distance in r-4 at the beam position between the two muon tracks in an event. The Cdn distribution was used since it is independent of the beam size and position, allowing use of the full 4 range. This distribution is well described by the superposition of two Gaussians. In the p-pair data, the relative fractions are 88% with a width of 26 pm and 12% with a width of 47 ,um. A double Gaussian smearing was used in the Monte Carlo simulation to match the resolutions; 95% of the tracks had their do smeared by 6.5 pm, with the rest smeared by 30 pm. These smearing factors were applied in the r Monte Carlo simulation used in the impact parameter analysis.
In the decay length analysis, the r Monte Carlo events were used primarily to check for any bias in the method, for which the unsmeared Monte Carlo was sufficient.
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Backgrounds
The background contributions in the one-prong sample were evaluated using samples of Bhabha, muon and two photon Monte Carlo simulation events. The level of background was determined using the methods described in [ 111. The background remaining in the l-prong sample, after all cuts, is predominantly due to p-pair events and is 1.2 I i 0.29%.
In the three-prong sample, the only significant hackground is from multihadronic events. This contribution has been evaluated by studying two million JET-SET 7.4 Monte Carlo simulation events [ 12,131. The background level in the Monte Carlo simulation was calibrated by a comparison of the charged track and etectromagnetic cluster multiplicity distributions for data and Monte Carlo simulation, for events which passed the r-pair selection cuts except for the multiplicity cuts. The resulting background fraction was 0.58 h-0.20%, where the error includes both statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Lifetime measurement using the impact parameter method
The impact parameter, do, is defined in Section 5. A signed impact parameter distribution is used to measure the r lifetime using one-prong decays. The impact parameter of a track is given a positive sign when the track crosses the thrust axis in the same hemisphere in which it lies and is given a negative sign otherwise. This distribution is formed for both data and Monte Carlo simulation and the trimmed means of each distribution are calculated. The trimmed mean is defined as the mean of the distribution after equal percentages of the highest and lowest entries are removed. It is used instead of the mean to make the measurement less sensitive to the tails of the distribution. The relationship between the lifetime and the trimmed mean, 6, is obtained using the Monte Carlo simulation:
A 10% trim is used, that is, the top and bottom 5% of entries are excluded.
Since the beam is elliptical, its contribution to the de uncertainty of horizontal tracks will be smaller The signed impact parameter distributions for data and Monte Carlo simulation for the six 4 bins combined are shown in Fig. 1 . The Monte Carlo simulation histogram has been re-weighted to a lifetime of 290 fs. The arrows represent the 10% trim points. There is good agreement between the two histograms: the x2 between the two histograms over the 30 bins between the trim points is 26.8, corresponding to a probability of 58%.
The lifetime was evaluated for different ranges of the track polar angle and momentum, for different trim values, as a function of the number of tracks in the opposite hemisphere, and also using a thrust axis which includes electromagnetic calorimeter information. The lifetime values so obtained are consistent with the primary result.
A systematic error is assigned to reflect the different impact parameter resolutions observed in data and Monte Carlo simulation. The lifetime has been determined by using different smearing factors, and has been found to be stable even for smearing factors which give very poor agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo p-pair distributions. The systematic error assigned covers the range of lifetime variations obtained by using smearing prescriptions which give a probability for agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation histograms of greater than 10%.
The procedure used to calibrate the central detectors can result in possible misalignments between detectors. There is evidence for such misalignments since the impact parameter distribution for ,u-pairs is described by two Gaussians with means 10 pm apart. The effect of this possible misalignment is checked by shifting the da values of Monte Carlo simulation tracks by amounts varying from 5 to 40 pm. A linear variation in the lifetime is observed, and the systematic error is assigned by allowing for a 10 pm shift in do.
Systematic errors are also assigned due to uncertainties in the beam size and position, which were described in Section 4. An increase in the beam size will increase the width of the & distribution. A variation in the beam position results in an effective increase in beam size.
The lifetime is corrected for backgrounds present in the data sample, since the trimmed means of the backgrounds are different from those of real 7 leptons. The resulting correction is + 1 .Ol%. The uncertainty on the correction is 0.24%, and is assigned as a systematic error. An error also results from the uncertainty in the input Monte Carlo r branching ratios, since the individual trimmed means of the different 7 decay modes are also slightly different. This error is evaluated by eliminating one decay mode entirely from the Monte Carlo simulation and scaling the difference in lifetime by the relative uncertainty in the decay mode.
The systematic errors are summarized in Table 1 . The total error is 0.76%, and the correction is + 1 .Ol%. The final one-prong lifetime is 290.4 f 3.5 f 2.2 fs.
Lifetime measurement using the decay length method
In order to measure the r lifetime using the decay length method, three-prong candidates are fitted to a vertex, which approximates the r decay point, and the decay length is determined with respect to the beam position, which approximates the 7 production point. A fit is performed to the decay length distribution to determine the average decay length, which is then converted to a lifetime using the boost factor, 1//3yc.
In the determination of the decay length, threeprong candidates are required to have net charge fl and the track fit x2 per degree of freedom of each track must be less than 10. The three tracks are fitted to a vertex in the r-q5 plane, and the x2 probability of the fit is required to be greater than 0.01. To improve the precision with which the vertex is reconstructed, two of the three tracks must contain at least one silicon detector hit in the r-4 plane or have a majority of better resolution first hits from the axial wires of the vertex drift chamber [ 21. Among several possible tracking selection requirements, this particular selection results in the highest efficiency while still providing reliable vertex reconstruction.
The two-dimensional (X -y) decay length and error are determined using a least squares fit combining the reconstructed beam position and error ellipse, the fitted vertex position and error ellipse, and using the event thrust axis as a direction constraint for the r flight direction [ 21. The resulting decay length and its error are converted into a three dimensional decay length using the polar angle of the thrust axis.
A four-parameter maximum likelihood fit is performed to the decay length distribution to determine the mean decay length. The fit function is a convolution of an exponential with the sum of two Gaussians6 The four parameters in the fit are the mean decay length, fe, two resolution scale factors for the decay length error, s and ~2, and the fraction, f2, of decay lengths which are described by the second scale factor. The two scale factors allow for a majority of well-measured vertices and the possibility of a small number of decays with larger errors. The fit is performed on the set of decay lengths whose errors are less than 0.6 cm and that lie within a window of [ -O.B,l S] cm. A renormalization procedure is used to compensate for events removed by the decay length window cut [ 21. All decay lengths used in the fit were boosted by the ratio of the reference centre-of-mass energy of Ecm = 91.160 GeV to their event E,, (a small correction since all the data in 1994 were collected very near the Z" peak). There are 8696 vertices in the fit, and the resulting mean decay length is 0.2208 + 0.0028 cm. The other fit parameters are s = 0.941 &O.O28,f:! = 6.5&2.0%and s2 = 2.6f0.4, where the errors shown are statistical only. A primary scale factor smaller than unity implies that the tracking errors are slightly overestimated, but does not have consequences for the lifetime measurement since the mean decay length and the resolution scale factor are almost uncorrelated.
The mean decay length is converted to a lifetime using a boost factor of 1301.4 fs/cm, which includes the effects of initial state radiation, as determined in a Monte Carlo simulation assuming a r mass of 1.777 GeV/c*. The resulting raw lifetime is 287.3 & 3.6 fs.
The decay length distribution is shown in Fig. 2 . Superimposed on this plot is a representation of the 6 It is reasonable to assume an exponential form for the decay length distribution since at the 2" there is very little initial state radiation. result of the maximum likelihood fit. A x2 can be calculated by comparing this curve with the bin entries and their errors. By using only those bins within the fit range, the x2 is 32.4 for 43 degrees of freedom, corresponding to a probability of 83%. The lifetime measurement is checked by determining it in bins of the polar and azimuthal angles of the thrust axis, the 3-prong charge, as well as for different choices for vertex probability cuts and decay length window cuts. The intrinsic spatial resolution of the silicon detector used in the track reconstruction is varied, as is the choice of thrust axis (three-prong momentum, combinations of charged tracks and electromagnetic calorimeter information).
All the results are consistent.
Systematic errors in the decay length analysis are considered to come from six sources: the uncertainty in the radial position of the silicon detectors, the uncertainty in the drift velocity in the vertex chamber, beam position and beam size uncertainties, multihadronic background in the three-prong sample, and residual measurement biases as estimated from the Monte Carlo.
Alignment studies indicate that the radial position of the silicon detectors may be uncertain by as much as 50 pm and this could introduce a systematic effect in the determination of decay lengths. The effect is modeled by shifting both layers of silicon detectors coherently and redetermining the decay length. However, because the selection of the three-prong candidates does not require every track to have silicon detector hits, the resulting systematic (0.35%) is much smaller than one might naively expect (since 50 pm/2mm x 2%).
The uncertainty in the drift velocity in the vertex chamber is less than 0.05%. To determine the systematic error contribution from this source, tracks without silicon detector hits are systematically shifted towards or away from the anode wire plane by amounts that simulate such an uncertainty.
The effects of the uncertainty in the beam size and position were studied by changing these parameters in the data. The sizes of the uncertainties in these parameters were given in Section 4. The beam size and position were varied separately in both x and .v, and the percentage changes in the decay length were combined in quadrature.
The fraction of background from multihadronic events remaining in the three-prong sample is 0.58%, as described above, and the uncertainty in this background is 0.20%. This small component of multihadronic background has been measured to have zero decay length and results in a +0.58% correction to the lifetime.
Finally, there is a systematic error assigned for residual biases in the method. Although the Monte Carlo simulation is not used explicitly in this analysis, it is used to check whether there is a bias in the method, and the statistical error on the Monte Carlo simulation represents the precision with which this bias can be determined. The lifetime obtained from the Monte Carlo sample, following exactly the same procedure applied to the data, is consistent with the lifetime of the generated three-prong sample to within the level of the statistical error from the fit.
The systematic errors are summarized in Table 2 . The total systematic error is 0.61%, and the correction is t-0.58%. The final lifetime from the decay length measurement is 289.0 * 3.6 & 1.8 fs. 
Combination of results
The results of this analysis are combined assuming that the detector calibration and alignment errors in the one-prong analysis are 100% correlated with the silicon detector alignment and vertex chamber calibration errors in the three-prong analysis. All other errors are assumed to be uncorrelated. The resulting lifetime is r, = 289.7 5 2.5 + 1.5 fs.
Combined with the earlier measurements [ 1,2], this yields a value for the 7 lifetime based on the 1990-1994 data of r7 = 289.2 f 1.7 f 1.2 fs. For this combination, correlations the same as those described above are assumed for one-and three-prong measurements from the same year. For the one-prong measurements from different years, the correlated quantities are the detector calibration and alignment, the background corrections, and the branching ratio errors. For the three-prong measurements from different years, the correlated quantities are the silicon detector alignment error, the vertex chamber calibration error, and the multihadronic background errors.
Conclusions
A precise measurement of the r lepton lifetime has been made using 51007 r pair events collected using the OPAL detector in 1994, and has this been combined with earlier results to produce a single lifetime for all OPAL data from 1990-1994 of 7, = 289.2 & 1.7( stat.) * 1.2( syst.) fs , The new lifetime measurement can be used to check the T-P charged current lepton universality within the Standard Model. The form of this check was described in the introduction. The parameters used in the check are the precisely measured /J mass and lifetime [ 51 and the r mass ( 1776.96$$$:; GeV/c2 [ 41). The remaining inputs, which currently limit the precision of the test, are the r leptonic branching ratio and lifetime. Using the recent OPAL result for the electronic branching fraction of the 7 lepton [ 181 of BR(r -+ ev,v,) = 0.1778 f0.0013 and the above result for the 7 lifetime, the ratio g,/g, is 1.002 f 0.005, consistent with the hypothesis of lepton universality. A comparison of the OPAL 7 lifetime and electronic branching ratio measurements with the lepton universality prediction is shown in Fig. 3 .
